The dynamic growth of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) have considerably increased the energy requirements and also contribute a growing fraction to CO 2 emissions, thereby creating a need for wireless communications to be more energy-efficient. In this paper, Cell Zooming concept is implemented for reducing the overall power consumption of the network for a five cell microcellular network adopting SON technique. When the traffic load is low in central base station, it could be switched off while its users are given coverage by cell zooming the neighboring cells. Simulation results indicate that by using the Cell Zooming concept, nearly 20% of the overall power consumption of the network can be reduced. This would herald the emergence of the Green Base Station in Wireless Cellular Network.
Introduction
There is an enormous rapid growth in wireless cellular networks due to the explosive increase in traffic volumes as a consequence of the exponential rise in subscriber numbers. Network providers are doing their best to fulfill user requirements economical. The cell size in a cellular network is said to be the area where mobile users can get the common control signals and data signals transmitted from the base station. Cell size and capacity are generally static at the phase of network planning, pertaining to the estimated value of peak traffic load. But, persuasive spatial and temporal fluctuations are always there due to the mobile nature of users and transmission of data in short sudden bursts [1] .
Usually for a cellular network in the urban at daytime the traffic load is comparatively heavy in workplaces and light in housing areas and it is just the conflicting during the dusk. If the network capacities are specified pertaining to the peak traffic volume of every cells, load distribution will not be appropriate i.e., there are always some traffic load imbalances. Specific cells are under lighter load and some are heavy loaded. Because of this static cell deployments couldn't be an optimum solution as traffic loads experiences fluctuation.
Traffic load variations are further severe in succeeding generation cellular networks that is headed for smaller cells like micro, pico and femto-cell, making the network deployments more challenging.
The problem of traffic load fluctuations makes certain MUs incapable from getting service. For example, traffic loads become high in some cells over the scheduled capacity, making some MUs left without getting servicefrom that particular BS. In the same instant neighboring cells are left with lighter traffic load. Suitable load balancing schemes could be used to resolve this problem to certain extend [2] .
In the exponentially growing world energy consumption is becoming a vital issue, also usage of energy sources are creating larger negative impact on the environment with global warming because of the carbon emission. For example, a standard 3G base station to produce 40W of output RF power requires 500W of input power, with 12,000 base stations it consumes more than 50GWh of input power every year in a network [3] . The carbon foot print from the base stations is also growing exponentially because of the diesel power generators that are used as backhaul for electrical grids. This evidently indicates the biggest power issue that is concerning cellular networks is the power consumed by base stations. This shows that "Green cellular network" deployment needs a primary focus on power consumption reduction in base stations.
Green Communications has to felicitate the global environment and help the telecommunication operators economically giving profitable and sustainable business. This is possible by finding a radio networking solution that could be energy-efficient and also resource-efficient without compromising the quality of service.
In order to achieve green communication by saving power in base stations, green base stations have to be implemented. Some of solutions to green base stations are switching off base stations periodically by some power saving protocols, and improving the power amplifiers which is the maximum energy consumption part in base stations, using renewable energy resources, network self-organizing techniques (SON), etc. There are many base station switching on/off schemes are proposed in papers [4] - [7] .
From the above solutions, SON is one among the promising areas for saving operational expenditures in the next-generation radio access networks like 3GPP-LTE. The Self-organizing networks has the ability to self-configure itself for balancing loads, can do optimizations and healings, cell outage managements and management of repeater and relays, etc.
SON can be established by switching off certain BSs which are under lighter traffic load (work places during night times) and provide considerable energy saving. This could be realized by the concept of cell zooming. Cell zooming of flexibly adjusting the technique is capable cell size with respect to traffic variations. With this adaptive nature, cell zooming is likely to balance the reduction of energy consumption and traffic load [8] .
Cell zooming technique is realized by cell zooming in, to reduce the cell size while a cell is congested and cover only users present in the smaller area. Hence releases itself from the congestion while other users are provided coverage by cell zooming out the neighboring cells avoiding coverage hole. When a cell is less congested it can also be switched off and the users in the switched off cell's region is covered with cell zooming out the neighboring cells. This cell zooming is done by relaying, or by altering the transmission power of BS, else with BS cooperation [9] .
In this paper, a scenario is introduced to illustrate the implementation of cell zooming concept and thereby it explains how the overall network energy consumption is reduced with the help of cell zooming technique.
System Model
The case investigated here is focused in wide area cellular network scenarios. The total network contains five same size cells, i.e., cell1, cell2, cell3, cell4 and cell5 each representing its Base Stations (BSs), i.e., BS1, BS2, BS3, BS4 and BS5, as presented in Fig. 1 . Here each BS consists of six sectored antennas that are used to cover its geographic region. The BS transmission power for each user is calculated according to user's distance in the cell. Since these transmit power values are required for comparing with the minimum In this paper, with respect to the presence of active MUs in the center cell (cell5), it is switched off. While the neighboring cells can increase their transmit power in any of the sectors according to the geographical region and cover the users in the switched off cell as in Fig. 2 . In the same way, if the central cell is densely populated, some users may be left without covering due to scarcity of bandwidth and at the same time if the neighboring cells has less users, the neighboring cells can extend their coverage by cell zooming out and cover those users in central cell. In our scenario, cell zooming out by the neighboring base station to cover the users in the central switched off cell is analyzed.
The reasons for switching off the central cell is because its geographic region can be covered easily by increasing transmit power of the neighboring cells.
Distance between each of the users in the switched off cell and the center of the neighboring base stations is calculated. All the distance is sorted and the nearest neighboring cell extends its coverage by zooming out to give coverage for those users. In certain cases all the neighboring base stations may have to zoom a small distance to give coverage for the users in the switched off cell. Even in this condition only the transmit power of the neighboring BSs is being increased, but still switching off one base station completely saves energy efficiently. This is mainly because the number of base stations are deployed based on the peak traffic and most of the times they are not so.
The changes in BS transmit power before and after cell zooming is analyzed. Similarly, the variation in overall network power consumption before and after switching off cell5 is calculated. The adjustment in transmit power of the MS antenna when it is covered by neighboring cell is considered to be negligible, since it is done in micro cellular condition.
In this scenario the neighboring BSs are assumed to have free channels for the users in the switched off cell and the geographic region of the cell5 could be covered with extending the transmit power of antennas to a maximum transmit limit of 50%. The network operations are considered to be done in CDMA system and BSs cooperation is used among BSs for cell zooming conditions [10] .
The approach reviewed here can be exploited very proficiently in micro, pico and femto cells. But this technique couldn't be used in macrocell conditions, due the larger coverage area, which makes the MSs to double the power consumption than it is.
Power Consumption Study
This subdivision gives analysis of power consumption for the examined case. Initially the received power of MS is calculated with Friis Transmission Formula, assuming both transmitting and receiving antennas parameters to be constant. The total BS transmit power is the sum of all the transmission power of BS to each of the users present within the cell. Then the change in BS transmission power before and after cell zooming is compared. The overall power consumption of the network is obtained. Additionally the loss components and interferences are accounted to bring out the system more tangible.
Since receiver power of MS is required to maintain the SNR it is initially calculated. The receiver power of MS, P r is calculated by,
Where, transmitting antenna (Tx) gain and receiver antenna (Rx) gain is given by G t & G r , transmit power is P t , distance from Tx to Rx is d, also wavelength is given by λ respectively. In this scenario, users are uniformly random distributed in all the five microcells. Since the some of the users in center cell are already in overlapping region and remains users could be certainly covered by neighboring BS with cell zooming out, cell5 is switched off. In order to decide which user to be given coverage among the neighboring cells, optimal solution should be found. Meanwhile the user near to cell1 cannot be covered by the far most cell3, it will cause wastage to power in the cell3. Primarily the distance between users in cell5 and all other cells are calculated and sorted. The nearest neighbor cell zooms out to cover the users in cell5.
Since the users have to receive the same receiver power P r , so as to maintain the minimum SNR, transmit power of the base station has to increase when cell zooms out. The change in transmit power is calculated with the above Eq.1, with the change in the distance value.
Let the transmit power of the BS be P t , the number of users be K u , N b being the number of BSs in the network that is used to cover the users before cell zooming. The total transmit power of the BS before cell zooming P tx−bz is given by,
The total transmission power of BS after cell zooming out P tx−az , includes the users E u in cell5. Also the transmission power P t changes as P t−mod due the increased distance d between MS and BS. Thus we find the total transmission power as,
The total network power consumption P net includes the power consumption of the total BS present in the network. Where power consumption of BS is the sum of total BS transmission power and P f ixed which is the stable power consumption of BS that includes the power required for signal processing and power resources used for running the BSs [11] . Thus we get the total network power consumption before cell zooming as,
Where, L t denotes the total losses due to fading, penetration, shadowing losses of the signal. Similarly, the total network power consumption after cell zooming as,
The difference between the total network power consumption before and after cell zooming gives the amount power saved with cell zooming.
Results and Discussions
The scenario is examined using MATLAB simulator. The typical constant values used for simulation purpose is listed below in the table I. Also users in the network are spread in a uniform random distribution.
Simulation results for presenting the cellular base station with original size and random distribution of nodes is shown in Fig. 3 . Five circles each of radius 200m in graph indicate five base stations and the central small circle indicates the center base station (cell5). Each base station coverage users are differentiated by different colours. Fig. 3 shows that some of the center cell (cell5) users are in edges of circles. Also the other users are easily coverable by extending the coverage of neighbor cells.
Here the neighboring cells are considered to have enough channels for the users of cell5. Thereby the center cell can be switched off. According to the geographic region of the users, the particular users are covered by the closest neighboring cell. This cell zooming out by the neighboring BSs is shown in Fig. 4 . The reason behind zooming cell2 and cell3 is because they are the nearest BSs to the users in the switched off cell, that can be observation from the Fig. 4 . Now the transmission power of base station and total network power consumption are analyzed.
The power consumption in general for a BS with respect to the no. of users and distance is presented in Fig. 5 . Since the distance and the number of users increase, the transmitted power of BS is also increased. It can be observed that accommodating more users with less power can be possible with smaller cell radius. Thereby, when the traffic is very high, the BSs can zoom in and cover the users nearby the BS with less transmit power. Fig. 6 shows the BS transmitted power for both the normal coverage (200m) and extended coverage with the maximum distance (max of dm, i.e., 300m). It can be observed that the BS transmission power is initially differed by only few watts, and the differences exponentially increase with increase in distance. The transmit power of BS is almost double for the distance dm when comparing with distance d for 50 users. This is because it covers more users with larger distance. The total BS transmit power of our scenario, is shown in Fig. 7 . By comparing the bars one and three it explains that there is a difference of around 20 watts between one cell normal coverage and one cell with enhanced coverage. Also, comparing the bars two and four cells, the transmit power of BS four cells with enhanced coverage consumes 20 watts more than the transmit power of five BS with normal coverage. It should be noted that the transmit power in Figure 8 Total network power consumption bar four is high because it covers more users with larger distance. It clearly explains that the increase in transmit power of BS is there, now the effect of network power consumption has to analyzed for this condition.
We get the total BS power consumption by summing the actual BS transmission power with the stable power consumption of BS. By comparing the bar in Fig. 8, it shows that the network consumes less power with enhanced coverage. It is because that the enhanced coverage is from four BSs with two cells enhancing the coverage while one BS is switchedoff, that saving about 48 Watts in total consumed power. Hence, 20% of the overall network power is saved with cell zooming concept for the investigated scenario.
Conclusions
In this paper, an approach is analyzed for reducing the overall network power consumption in a microcellular network by cell zooming technique. Switching off one middle cell when the traffic is less and covering those remaining users by cell zooming out the neighboring base stations in a simple five-cell network configuration is done. The power consumption reduction in the network due to cell zooming is simulated. Results show that the network can save 20% of the total network power consumption, which is a step towards the implementation of 'green cellular networks'. 
